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Security is a 
basic need 
also in the 

Digital 
Era



Human will life change more
over the next 30 years 

than in the previous 300 years?



2020 2050

1720



We must be open-minded         
and courageous – key values





Future cannot be predicted

Future is not predetermined

Future can be affected



Everything that can be digital, will be.
Everything?





A pandemic does not change everything, 
but reinforces the changes that are 

already underway



Cybersecurity now more 
important than ever



Geography means nothing in cyber.
More cyber crimes than physical crimes.





Institute For The Future





What is happening / will happen? 1/2

• The corona crisis is testing the contingency plans in practice. 

• The general feeling of insecurity and also the false feeling of 
security.

• Dependence on U.S. digital services and teleconferencing 
services is highlighted. A good thing?

• The importance of correct knowledge and media literacy is 
emphasized.

• People's dependence on digital services has grown steadily.

• People (hopefully) understand now better the importance of 
both cybersecurity and digital dependence.



What is happening / will happen? 2/2

• The functionality of digital networks and digital services 
is in a very critical position.

• Vulnerabilities are quickly exploited in cyber attacks.

• The coronavirus accelerates the automation of digital 
services and biometric identification.

• Mobile location technologies and services are increasing.

• The effects of data leaks and cyber espionage during the 
crisis will become apparent in months, even years.





“Cyber pandemic” next  
Gray Rhino?

“We should prepare for a COVID-like global 
cyber pandemic that will spread faster and 
further than a biological virus, with an 
equal or greater economic impact.”
- World Economic Forum



Cybersecurity =
Protecting our societies, 

our businesses and 
our way of life





Cybersecurity



Reality Feeling

Resilience Culture

Objective
security

Subjective
security



Preparing is much 
cheaper than dealing 

with a crisis



What to do when they get 
inside the walls?



“43 percent of Finnish 
companies would be 
inoperative after one 

day without a 
internet.” 



Key questions in 
modern security   
(also after COVID19)

• How to maintain operational 
activity during a crisis?

• How to maintain mental and 
functional resilience?

• How to get out of the crisis 
as quickly as possible?

• How do the strategies of 
different countries / 
companies differ, and what 
are their pros and cons?



Every Company is a Digital 
Company, and security is about:

BRAND VALUE

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

CUSTOMERS TRUST



There isn’t a single area of our life that won’t 
be touched by the IoT in the next decade.



Security 
cannot be an 
afterthought.

Responsibility 
as a Value 



Complexity is 
the biggest enemy of security



Data explosion

• 10 x grow between 2010-2018 
(1,7 → 18.3 zettabyte)

• By 2025, the amount of global data 
is estimated to be 163 zettabyte.

• By 2050 possibly x 10 000 the 
amount of data from the current.

Data flows, data storage,
data-analytics and the value of data.

As a text, one zettabyte with 300 pages of books is 
1 500 000 000 000 000 volumes.





Those who own the data –
own the future



It is ok to collect 
and analyze the 
data but it has to be 
done in a fair and 
transparent way.



The risk of data manipulation



The next big tech 
trend is humanity

Humanity as a value



The primary question in technology won´t be about

if something can be done –

but if it should be done.



What kind of values are driven by technology 
used in the world?

Importance of Ethics
as a value



The more we have
technology,

the wiser and more ethical
people should be.



We are just at the beginning of how 
technology is transforming our work, 

our lives and our societies.



How do humans keep the pace
with the development of technology?



The speed of change – unpredictable instability
(physical and especially digital environment)

Complexity
(interaction of threats, “hybrid security”)

The blurring dichotomies

New Normal in Security



The speed of change – unpredictable instability
(physical and especially digital environment)



COVID-19



None of the technologies 
alone is revolutionary, but 

by combining them, 
something completely new 

can be achieved.

The catalysts are artificial 
intelligence and data (Big 

Data).



“Whoever becomes the 
leader in AI will become the 
ruler of the world.”
- Vladimir Putin





Complexity
(interaction of threats, “hybrid security”)











The blurring dichotomies





Layers of Cyberspace

Social layer
(Cognitive Cyber)

Logical layer
(Software Cyber)

Physical Layer
(Physical Cyber)



Objective reality

Subjective reality

?



Biggest ”cyberbattles” will be fought
over our thoughts



“We’re not just fighting an epidemic, 
we’re fighting an infodemic.”
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the 
World Health Organization



To Whom and What 
You Can Trust?

The Value of Trust





New paradigm:
Nobody or nothing should be trusted –

trust must first be earned.



We do what we say and                 
we say what we do.
Integrity as a Value.



Finland offers world-class expertise in 
cybersecurity, software, hardware, 
digital services and partnerships. 

FISC.fi



Trust itself is becoming very 
valuable intangible capital for 

companies and societies.



“It is not the strongest species that survive, nor the 
most intelligent, but the ones responsive to change.” 
- Charles Darwin

Thank you


